Artillery Pro Enables Teams to Make Performance & Scalability Assurance An Integral Part Of Their DevOps Process

Artillery Pro and Artillery Community Edition

As a popular tool for load testing complex systems such as transactional APIs, ecommerce backends and IoT services, open source Artillery is great for individuals and small teams that want to get started with performance testing and run ad-hoc load tests in the early stages of the development lifecycle. But as projects mature, grow in complexity, and need to deal with higher loads, teams find themselves needing to run larger scale distributed tests frequently. Artillery Pro is the way to go.

Artillery Pro builds on top of the open source Artillery, adding a set of powerful enterprise-grade capabilities out of the box to help teams integrate performance testing into their CI/CD pipelines and deliver systems that stay responsive, scalable and resilient under high load.

Why Artillery Pro?

LARGE SCALE DISTRIBUTED TESTING

Artillery Pro allows teams to run large scale load tests from a fleet of machines from any geographical region supported by AWS.

ENTERPRISE EXTENSIONS

Artillery Pro extends HTTP testing capabilities with out-of-the-box support for:

- File uploads
- Advanced authentication mechanisms (NTLM, SSL client auth)
- SOAP

11 geographies as of September 2017 (US East x 2, US West x 2, Canada, EU West x 2, EU Central, Singapore, Japan, Australia)
FLEXIBILITY

Artillery Pro runs in your own AWS account, allowing teams to easily test internal services and APIs which are not exposed to the public internet. Artillery Pro will work with your existing region and VPC configurations seamlessly.

SEAMLESS USER EXPERIENCE

Artillery Pro does not require extensive configuration and integrates with existing AWS region and VPC configurations if needed.

Additional capabilities provided by Artillery Pro are made available through the same artillery CLI tool your team is already using. No changes are required to any existing test scripts; those will simply work without any modifications.

COST-EFFICIENCY

The cost of running load tests is reduced to the basic cost of AWS resources used. Artillery Pro removes economic barriers to running load tests at scale and frequency so every release can be tested if required.

SUPPORT

Get email support, access to product updates, and prioritized bug reports and feature requests.

ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL

Control which team members can access & manage load testing clusters in line with company and regulatory policies.

CUSTOMIZATION

Artillery Pro offers scope to customize the solution to customers unique needs (custom integrations and plug-ins).
Get Artillery Pro

Contact sales on sales@artillery.io for more information or to start your Artillery Pro trial.

Learn more about Artillery and Artillery Pro on https://artillery.io/pro/